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Garrison company overview
Garrison is a UK founded company creating disruptive cybersecurity technology. Garrison has developed hardware 

enforced security products for threat elimination (based on hardsec principles) to overcome the fundamental 

vulnerabilities inherent in today’s IT infrastructure. 

In a threat landscape where cyber attackers and the tools they use do not discriminate between national security targets 

and commercial enterprises, Garrison is pioneering a converged response. Using principles established for protecting 

highly sensitive national security assets, Garrison has developed low-cost highly scalable hardsec based technology for 

both government and commercial buyers. Garrison’s initial offering, its ultra-secure browser, addresses the number one 

cyber-attack vector – that of web and internet. 

Garrison ULTRA® is the world’s first hardsec based cloud capability, delivering ultra-secure browsing at scale, today. This 

platform  has unbounded flexibility creating the foundation stone for a new era of hardsec based ‘Secure IT’.

Core principles
At Garrison, we have built our security technology around two core principles.

Firstly, the volume, pace and sophistication of attackers means that trying to detect bad things in data and block them 

(threat detection) is too hard. This is evident from the success of targeted cyber attacks on even the most sophisticated 

of organisations. Instead, we ensure that data streams received by users and systems are guaranteed safe (i.e. threat 

elimination). In many cases, that means first transforming the data into a format that is easier to verify as safe. This 

‘transform and verify’ approach is not unique to Garrison – for instance it is clearly described by the UK’s National Cyber 

Security Centre (NCSC – a part of the GCHQ intelligence agency) in their “Pattern for Safely Importing Data”. 1

Secondly, that building security protections and products purely in software is fundamentally problematic. Software is 

incredibly powerful and complex: it has revolutionised, and continues to revolutionise our world. But the power of software 

is also its Achilles Heel, because software has vulnerabilities which can be exploited. And there are numerous real-world 

cases where security products – developed in software 

– have had even more critical vulnerabilities than the 

systems they were designed to protect. 

Instead, we implement our security protections 

using less complex but consequently less vulnerable 

approaches, rooted in hardware rather than software. 

From a computer science perspective, the principle is 

that rather than Turing machines (software running on 

CPUs) we use non-Turing-machine implementations 

(raw Boolean logic or simple automata).

1 https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/pattern-safely-importing-data
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Practical technologies
To meet those principles, Garrison’s ultra-secure browsing solution is based on two practical technologies.

The first technology is known as hardsec, and is described in a paper by the (most likely pseudonymous) Sandy Macadam 

at www.hardsec.org.2  Originating from research and development within the UK’s national security sector, the hardsec 

approach uses Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chips to implement non-Turing-machine logic for security 

enforcement. 

Garrison is one of several UK companies that has used hardsec as a basis for its products. In Garrison’s case, hardsec 

is used to provide a Hardware Security Enforcement Fabric (HSEF) within our products: the HSEF is responsible for a 

range of data sanitisation and other security functions.

The second technology is our patented Garrison SAVI® (Silicon Assured Video Isolation). Garrison SAVI® performs the 

‘transform and verify’ process by turning the web into raw pixels – an easily verifiable format – and uses fixed-function 

hardware to deliver the non-Turing-machine implementation.

Garrison SAVI® for performance and cost
Using the right hardware is also necessary to ensure solutions can be delivered cost-effectively. For example, it is not 

economic to use software to do mass video compression: we use silicon that includes accelerated video compression 

hardware to ensure we can generate HD videos quickly, cost-effectively and at low power.

That’s an approach that’s built in to Garrison SAVI®. Garrison SAVI® uses large numbers of Arm® based System-on-Chip 

devices to turn the web into pixels because these devices:

• include fixed-function hardware to deliver video output and camera input, allowing us to enforce that web 

content is transformed into – and validated as – raw pixels

• include hardware video compression acceleration, allowing us to deliver the pixels cost-effectively to the 

user’s endpoint – even across networks with bandwidth constraints. 

2 Hardsec: practical non-Turing-machine security for threat elimination
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In this way, the Garrison Isolation Appliance (GIA) scales horizontally by replicating Garrison SAVI® nodes in a massively 

parallel architecture delivering ultra-secure web browsing to large populations of users with high levels of usability and 

at competitive prices.

Garrison SAVI® Isolation Appliance, with almost 2500 Arm® cores

Hardsec and the HSEF
The Hardware Security Enforcement Fabric within Garrison’s appliances is used to enforce a range of supporting security 

functions:

• sanitisation of content and structured data transfers 

• protection against malware persistence using Garrison’s patented Secure Reboot approach

• protection against Data Loss through rate limiting and audit enforcement.

The HSEF sits at the heart of the Garrison SAVI® Isolation Appliance, but also forms the core of the Garrison SACSTM 

Transfer Appliance.

Garrison ULTRA® – strong security in the cloud
Some customers want to deploy hardsec and Garrison SAVI® on premise, indeed many of our banking, telecommunications 

and government customers have preferred this approach to-date. But many want to buy security as a service. For these 

customers we have developed Garrison ULTRA®, a completely new cloud service built entirely from Garrison’s hardsec 

based technology. This delivers the convenience, speed of deployment and scale typical of cloud services, but without 

compromising at all on security. 
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In Summary
Garrison’s ultra-secure web isolation technology addresses one of today’s most important and difficult cybersecurity 

issues. Rather than security locking-down IT and restricting users, Garrison restores productivity and enables the 

workforce. Browse, click, don’t worry.

Garrison’s creation of a hardsec based cloud platform for threat elimination – which doesn’t compromise on scale, 

performance or security not only addresses today’s threats, but creates the foundations for tomorrow’s ‘Secure IT’. 
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